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THE VALUE OF POSITIVE EMOTION



Abstract This paper argues that positive emotion is a central element of human well-being, but with important qualifications. To begin with, it is helpful to focus attention more broadly than emotions per se, on the notion of having a positive emotional condition, or emotional well-being. I sketch a regulate-and-inform view of the function of emotional conditions, followed by discussion of the value of a positive emotional condition. On the last question the obvious answer is that it is hedonically valuable: pleasant. Less obviously, our emotional natures are central to who we are—the self—and positive emotional states may figure centrally in wellbeing, as an aspect of self-fulfilment. Additionally, a person’s emotional condition seems to matter as a cause of good outcomes, as a source of information about well-being, and as a verdict about the quality of the individual’s life. Yet positive emotional states are not always desirable: they can have ill effects or be unfitting. Unfitting emotional states in turn can be contrary to virtue, or inauthentic. A final question concerns the desirability of various emotional profiles. In particular, what balance of positive versus negative emotional states counts as genuinely “positive”? Some research by Barbara Fredrickson et al. suggests that a 3:1 ratio may represent a threshold for broadly positive functioning; less than that may signal significant problems, and generally poor functioning. If this view is correct, then research on the emotional side of subjective well-being may be due for a radical reinterpretation: studies previously thought to show most people are happy, and presumptively doing well, may in fact show the opposite. Keywords: emotion; mood; affect; positive emotion; happiness; emotional condition; emotional state; emotional well-being; subjective well-being; positivity ratio; authenticity; virtue
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THE VALUE OF POSITIVE EMOTION The Value of Positive Emotion: Philosophical Doubts and Reassurances



In philosophical thinking about well-being, positive emotion occupies an uneasy position, for several reasons. For starters, many philosophers regard negative emotions, and suffering more generally, as the more urgent practical concern (Mayerfeld, 1996). And indeed, it does seem more important to alleviate suffering than to promote enjoyment and good feelings. Classical utilitarians think positive emotions no less important than negative, but don’t find the category of positive emotion philosophically very interesting: for them and many other philosophers, the important notion is that of pleasure: emotion matters because it is pleasant, or unpleasant (Bentham, 1780/1969). Yet pleasures are not obviously equivalent to emotions: physical sensations of pleasure or pain, for instance, are not normally regarded as emotions. Scratching an itch is a pleasant sensation, but the pleasant sensation does not itself seem to be an emotion. At any rate, philosophers tend to view emotions as merely a subset of the hedonic: pleasure, not positive emotion, is the more important category. Some philosophers doubt that even pleasure, as such, is terribly important, thus placing positive emotion in an even weaker position. Aristotelians, for example, take well-being to consist in virtuous or excellent activity. Now proper emotions, and pleasure, are crucial to excellent activity: for the most part, you aren’t really doing it right if you don’t take pleasure in it. The “proper” bit is rather important here: what matters in the emotional realm is not so much having positive emotions, or pleasant experiences, as having fitting emotions (Nussbaum, M. C., 2008). And that includes, as much as the positive, the negative. If anger is called for, then anger is what’s desirable. Roughly, pleasure and pain matter, in the Aristotelian scheme, but they matter in the same way, and for the same reason: as a part of—a “completion” of—excellent activity. In itself, positive emotion is no more desirable than negative, and indeed some Aristotelians have questioned the very idea of “positive” versus “negative” emotions on this basis. In fact, the only reason to prefer pleasure to pain is that proper pleasure signals, or is part of, activity of the more virtuous sort. So Aristotelians, like just about everyone else, will grant that it’s much better to lead a pleasant rather than unpleasant life. But the value resides primarily in the merit of the activity, not the pleasure or positive emotions. In earlier work I defended an “emotional state” theory of happiness, on which happiness is identified with a person’s overall emotional condition (Haybron, 2005, 2008b). The view centers on mood-related affects, and roughly views happiness as the opposite of anxiety and depression. This view would seem to make positive emotion very important for well-being, and the concept of emotion an important notion for thinking about well-being. Yet doubts have arisen about the adequacy of this view of happiness, precisely because it focuses on emotion rather than pleasure, which again is widely thought to be the more significant category. In a nutshell, the worry is this: if pleasure is what ultimately matters, why not focus on that? This is a major reason some commentators continue to prefer hedonistic accounts of happiness to the emotional state theory (Feldman, 2010; Morris, S., 2011). Here I want to take up the doubts that have been raised about the significance of positive emotion. There is something to both the Benthamite and Aristotelian positions, but in what follows I will suggest that the truth lies somewhere in between. As well, there is a sense in which both approaches undersell the importance of emotion for thinking about human well-being. My discussion will have five parts. First, I will argue that for thinking about human wellbeing, the most interesting category is not that of positive emotion, but of having a positive emotional condition. Second, I will sketch a “regulate-and-inform” account of the function of
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emotional conditions. Third, I will discuss the importance of having a positive emotional conditions, arguing that that it matters for distinctive reasons that cannot simply be assimilated to the intrinsic value of pleasure. Fourth, we will see that there are limits to the value of a positive emotional condition: more positive is not always better. Finally, I will take up the question of just what counts as a “positive” or “favorable” emotional condition, in the sense of being happy. Drawing on recent work in the psychology of positive emotion, I will suggest that happiness ordinarily requires an overwhelming predominance of positive versus negative emotions and moods—perhaps a 3:1 ratio or higher. If correct, this calls for a radical change in the way we interpret much happiness research: far fewer people may have positive emotional conditions— far fewer may be happy—than conventional views would suggest. Before going further, a point of terminology: I use ‘well-being’ in the now-standard philosophical sense, as a term for a kind of value, sometimes also called welfare, flourishing, eudaimonia, prudential value, or even—in a sense of the word I won’t employ here—happiness (Crisp, 2005; Haybron, 2011b). Well-being concerns what benefits a person, is good for her, or makes her life go well for her. This is a value notion, not a psychological concept: whether New Yorkers or Louisianans are better off is not simply an empirical question. It’s partly a question of values: which way of living is better for people? No psychological study can settle that question. Positive emotion, by contrast, is a purely psychological kind—akin to pleasure, pain, depression, tranquility, belief, desire—that most philosophers take to contribute to well-being: among the things that benefit us are positive emotions. What Exactly Are We Talking About? The first order of business is to sharpen the topic of discussion. The category of “emotion” can be understood in a variety of ways, and indeed we have good reason to doubt that there is any single psychological kind to which the term unambiguously refers (Griffiths, 1997). For the purposes of thinking about the value of positive emotion, at least in relation to wellbeing, I would suggest that the more interesting category is that of a positive emotional condition. One reason for this is that moods aren’t strictly emotions, yet they are still broadly emotional phenomena, and matter substantially for the same reasons. Whether you are afraid or in an anxious mood, the significance for your well-being appears to be of much the same sort. In fact moods and emotions exhibit considerable overlap: many emotions, and all canonical emotions, seem to make a constitutive difference in our moods. Sadness, for instance, is at least ordinarily a mood-constituting emotion: when sad, your mood is thereby worse than when in a neutral state, or when you are experiencing joy. Second, our emotional conditions can be positive in ways that don’t comfortably fit ordinary notions of emotion or mood. To be in a pleasant state of tranquility or serenity, for instance, is presumably for one’s emotional condition to be positive in important respects; if nothing else, it is pleasant. Experiences of flow, where one is engrossed in a challenging activity done well, appear to involve our emotional conditions: it is not just a focusing of attention but a pleasant harmonizing of one’s emotional being, a silencing of emotional discord (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). A sense of vitality or being energized, or feeling carefree or lighthearted, all seem to be ways of being emotionally in a good place—a positive state. As well, much of our emotional lives lies beneath the surface, in unconscious or purely dispositional states. A widow grieving the loss of her partner may be emotionally quite fragile even when feeling cheerful and in a good mood, so that it takes very little to put her in tears. It is not clear
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that we can very fruitfully think about the value of positive emotion without considering such non-emotions as well. So what exactly is meant by ‘emotional condition’? As I understand the term, its meaning is broadly rooted in commonsensical ways of thinking about individuals’ “emotional conditions.” In earlier work I explicated the notion of emotional condition in terms of two components: what I called central affective states, as opposed to peripheral affective states; and a person’s mood propensity, or disposition to experience moods, which varies over time, as in the case of an emotionally fragile widow, or when a temperamentally cheerful person suffers from depression.1 I won’t elaborate the distinctions in any detail here, but will note what they leave out, or at least relegate to the sidelines, namely peripheral affect. This includes purely physical, seemingly emotionless pleasures and pains—an itch, eating a cracker—as well as minor notional, intellectual or other affects that also seem not to implicate our emotional conditions—seeing an attractive building, say, or noting with approval that some distant stranger got rich in the lottery. In this category we can put the majority of the constant stream of “good”/“bad” evaluations that occur automatically as we process information (Kahneman, 1999). All of these affects seem not to involve our emotional conditions; or, at minimum, their emotional impact is far weaker than their hedonic impact (Haybron, 2001b, 2008b). The pleasant sensation of an orgasm, for instance, seems distinct from the emotion of joy or fulfillment that sometimes—but notoriously, not always—accompanies it. Some sexual pleasures seem relatively emotionless, leaving us cold. Central affective states, by contrast, include moods and canonical or “mood-constituting” emotions, as well as the mood-like states such as flow noted above. Our emotional conditions, then consist of our central affective states taken together with our mood propensities. We can think of emotional conditions as coextensive with the domain of mood-related affect. I elaborate the view in much more detail elsewhere, but trust it will become clear enough in what follows. While the central/peripheral distinction gets little explicit acknowledgement in the literature, something like it is plainly implicit in the practice of many researchers in the mind sciences. For example, measures of emotional well-being or “affect balance” tend to include only emotion items like enthusiasm, pride, fear, upset, etc., and no items for purely physical pleasures and pains, like chronic pain (Bradburn, 1969; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988). If researchers were simply interested in how pleasant people’s experience is, it would be exceedingly odd not to include pain items. Notably, these measures are regularly discussed in terms of “mood,” suggesting that the investigators’ concerns are not strictly hedonic—whatever pains may be, they certainly aren’t moods—but about people’s emotional conditions, in something like the present sense. Because ‘positive emotional condition’ is somewhat awkward, I will often employ the term ‘emotional well-being’ as an equivalent. Note that ‘emotional well-being’, in company with ‘subjective well-being’, is not an evaluative term: it simply refers to a mental state whose contribution to well-being proper, like that of pleasure, is open to dispute. One might coherently, if obtusely, argue that emotional well-being is actually bad for us. Moreover, high emotional well-being could in principle be disordered and unhealthy (e.g., perhaps, hyperthymia). The terminology is a bit misleading, then, but no more so than the quite standard ‘subjective wellbeing’. While ‘happiness’ would also serve as an equivalent for ‘positive emotional condition’, I will use it less frequently given the lack of consensus about the meaning of this term. But it would not be inaccurate to call the present chapter an inquiry into the value of being happy.
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The Functions of a Positive Emotional Condition To get a better grasp of which part of the affective domain we are talking about, and to help set up our discussion of the value of emotional well-being, it will help to consider what function our emotional conditions might serve. This is no place for a thorough reckoning of the question, but I will sketch a “regulate and inform” view on which mood-related affect—that is, a person’s emotional condition—serves both to regulate our responses to, and inform us about, the general quality of our situations. I don’t claim that these are the only functions of our emotional conditions; only that they appear to be an important part of the story. Let’s begin with the informational function. On one recent account, moods “provide a simple summary of recent events, as well as inform the self of one’s prospects in life” (Robinson, 2000, p. 165). As a result, “rather than making complex evaluations of current life circumstances, the data in the present investigation suggest that people can simply index their mood states.” On this view, moods are the output of mechanisms that automatically integrate and summarize the flow of well-being-relevant information, assimilating more information, more quickly, than conscious processes could. Robinson adds that moods mediate the relation between life events and cognitive evaluations: how people judge their lives may depend entirely on their moods. This last claim seems implausibly strong, but the proposed informational role for moods does not require it. I want to suggest that Robinson’s informational claim about the function of mood is roughly, but only partially, correct. Let me offer two emendations. Most importantly, it is fairly plain that moods cannot simply play an informational role: they have far too many effects for that. They don’t merely inform the deliberating self about its condition, but directly influence the way the individual perceives, evaluates, and responds to things—psychologically, behaviorally, and physiologically. These features of mood are probably not mere byproducts of a signaling mechanism—what an extravagant and costly signaling device that would be!—but serve some functional role in their own right. I would conjecture that they also—and perhaps primarily—function to regulate our dealings with the world.2 This is deliberately vague, meant to be compatible with a variety of hypotheses about exactly how moods are supposed to regulate, and ways of understanding “dealings with the world.” It is consistent, for instance, with the broaden-and-build theory of positive emotion (Fredrickson, B.L., 2004). The essential points are the idea of a regulatory function, and that the domain of regulation is highly general, potentially encompassing most or all person-level processes and activities, and many others at the subpersonal level. (The personal/subpersonal distinction is meant to allow that many primitive or highly automatic processes—visual and linguistic processing, reflexes, etc.—may be unaffected by mood.) Again the profound and pervasive impact of depression on the individual’s functioning are illustrative: little in the person’s psyche, conduct, and life remains untouched. It makes sense, if emotional well-being has a broad-based regulatory function, for it to play the sort of central causal role in well-being that I suggested above. To sharpen the view a bit, it may help to consider a plausible conjecture about the distinctive roles of central and peripheral affect: I would suggest that the latter function, at least in part, to regulate our responses to specific stimuli, whereas the former regulate our responses to situational concerns.3 When learning that an elderly man across town died after slipping in his bathtub, it suffices to place the event in the “bad” category—not a good thing, and a reminder to be careful when bathing. But there’s no need to mobilize a broad-based response. Similarly for many physical pleasures and pains, as when an orgasm is just an orgasm—this need not be a
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particularly emotional event, since it carries little information about your general circumstances. (So note that we aren’t just talking about intensity of feeling or pleasure: sensations of pleasure and pain can be pretty intense yet unemotional.) When learning that your spouse died in an accident, however, simply filing it away as a regrettable fact is hardly appropriate: a big part of your life has changed, and your situation has taken a dramatic turn for the worse. This calls for a strong, wide-ranging response, recruiting a variety of mechanisms both psychological and physiological: you feel a plummeting sensation in the pit of your stomach, waves of grief wash over you, the world grows dark, your thoughts and attention shift completely to the terrible turn of events, and so forth. If sufficiently unmoored from life as you knew it, you may become depressed, psychically disengaging from a kind of life you can no longer lead. More prosaically, perhaps you’ve just had a lousy morning—the alarm never went off, your bagel was burnt, the computer crashed. The succession of minor frustrations, none of them very significant in themselves, signals that you may be in a bad situation, and so you are left in a foul mood: disposed to deal with a less-than-friendly environment. In short, the idea is that our emotional conditions function to regulate our responses to the general circumstances of our lives: very roughly, when things are going well, our emotional conditions tend toward the positive; when badly, toward the negative. Of course this is all very speculative, and we must be careful in how we read “well” and “badly” here: the types of good and bad to which we are emotionally responsive may not be, and probably are not, entirely coextensive with the things that genuinely are good or bad for us. That will depend on what the right theory of well-being is. In particular, we should not expect people’s emotional conditions always to track concerns that aren’t currently salient. You might today be worse off for having long ago failed in your career ambitions; but this fact rarely comes to mind, and has little bearing on how your current affairs are going. You’ve adapted, and your emotional well-being is no longer affected at all. On some views of well-being, this would represent a divergence between emotional well-being, or happiness, and well-being proper. Still, it is fairly plausible given the discussion thus far that, in most cases, happiness—a person’s emotional condition—will roughly correspond to how the individual is doing. That someone is happy creates a presumption that she’s doing well; that she’s unhappy, that she’s doing poorly. This presumably is why welfare hedonism has always enjoyed considerable support: even if wrong, it probably isn’t that wrong. These considerations lend further plausibility to Robinson’s claim that our emotional conditions serve an informational function. This may be part of their regulative function, as one way to mobilize an appropriate response to good or bad circumstances is simply to let the individual know how things are going, drawing on a broader informational base than a person could consciously assimilate. But we can in any event use what we know about an individual’s emotional condition to infer how she’s doing. Whatever may be the biological function of emotional conditions, in other words, they can play a highly useful informational role. Knowing how happy a person is tells us a lot about things are going for her. What’s Good About a Positive Emotional Condition? Now that we have some notion of what role our emotional conditions play in our lives and psychic economies, we can turn to the question of their significance. What sort of value does a positive emotional condition possess? Why is it desirable? There are at least five plausible ways of thinking about the value of a positive emotional condition: hedonic, eudaimonistic,
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causal, informational and verdictive. Of these, the hedonic approach is most obvious: a positive emotional condition is pleasant. If we stop here, though, we run into the skeptical doubts noted earlier: why not focus simply on pleasure? The remaining four approaches indicate how emotional condition might be distinctively significant. Each of the five approaches, I will suggest, captures some part of the story. The eudaimonistic approach. The first perspective hails from the eudaimonistic tradition of thinking about well-being, according to which human flourishing consists in the fulfillment of one’s nature or self: nature-fulfillment, or self-fulfillment (Haybron, 2008a, 2008b). Generally, the idea is that we do well by living in accordance with our natures, with who we are: living authentically, or realizing our potential or exercising our capacities, for instance. The approach is typically associated with ancient ethical theories, such as Aristotelian and Stoic ethics, as well as medieval views like Aquinas’s (Annas, 1993). But numerous moderns have also understood well-being in eudaimonistic terms, probably including Mill, Green, Marx, Nietzsche, Sartre, Jung, Rogers, Maslow, and today’s eudaimonic psychologists (Gewirth, 1998; Mill, 1991; Ryff, 1989; Seligman, 2011). Eudaimonistic ideas are deeply embedded in the popular culture, for instance in exhortations to “be all you can be,” “live life to the fullest,” or “be true to yourself.” These are not just Western notions; ideals of self-fulfillment or selfrealization can be found in a variety of cultures, for instance in Hindu thought. Indeed it is an interesting question whether eudaimonistic approaches to human well-being might historically be the norm. At any rate, they are hardly a fringe view. Perhaps the chief obstacle to their wider acceptance is a common perception that eudaimonistic theories are somehow unscientific, implicating us in a now-discredited teleological worldview. That worry is unfounded, as I’ve argued elsewhere: teleology need be no more metaphysically problematic than values of any sort are; perhaps both values and teleology are projections of the human mind, requiring the eudaimonist to posit nothing occult or supernatural in the least (Haybron, 2008a, 2008b). For eudaimonists, it typically matters very much how we conceive the self: to understand what flourishing involves, we need to know the character of the self that is to be fulfilled or realized. One possibility is that the human self is substantially an emotional self: we flourish, in part, by fulfilling our natures as emotional beings—emotional nature fulfillment. I have defended just this claim in earlier work, arguing that emotional well-being or happiness—strictly, authentic happiness—forms a central part of well-being as an aspect of self-fulfillment (Haybron, 2008a, 2008b). The self is partly defined by its emotional nature, so that who you are is partly a function of what makes you happy. A wan, defeated, dispirited bookkeeper who languishes in an unrewarding job that ill suits her nature is doing badly because her way of life is badly matched to who she is, to her emotional makeup, frustrating her prospects for selffulfillment. Notice that we don’t say the same of just any sort of unpleasantness: a truck driver who loves the road but suffers chronic back pain does not elicit the same sort of concern, particularly if the pain doesn’t much affect his emotional condition, or get him down. We don’t say his work frustrates the expression of who he is, or his personality. In fact the pain seems irrelevant to that question. Our emotional conditions implicate our personalities, our selves, in a way that merely peripheral affects like physical pleasures and pains seem not to. Insofar as wellbeing involves self-fulfillment, then, our emotional conditions may have a distinctive sort of value not shared by other affects: they may partly constitute well-being as an aspect of selffulfillment.
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The phenomenon of what we might call hedonic compensation illustrates one potential practical upshot of this suggestion. Individuals going through hard times may have fairly poor emotional conditions: they get less pleasure out of things, lack emotional resilience, and lapse easily into anxious or depressed moods. To compensate for this emotional deficit, they might distract themselves with pleasant diversions—watching television, playing games, going shopping, seeking out social situations, etc. Through judicious time allocation, an unemployed or recently widowed person might sustain a pleasant existence most of the time, suffering only when hit with a reminder of her plight, or when the distractions cease and she is left alone with her thoughts. In emotional state terms, the individual is unhappy, and yet her experience is generally positive. Indeed, the unemployed person might spend more time in a pleasant state than she did with a job: instead of sitting through boring meetings, she watches TV (Knabe, Rätzel, Schöb, & Weimann, 2010). Less fulfilled and less happy, perhaps, but more pleasant. On the eudaimonistic proposal at hand, we can say that unemployment or grieving the loss of a spouse is a large hit to well-being because it undermines self-fulfillment, and this in part because it worsens the individual’s emotional condition—it leaves her unhappy. On this view, unlike hedonism, we can say that the employed person is better off than the unemployed person, because she is happier and hence more self-fulfilled, even if her hedonic balance isn’t quite as favorable. The causal approach. The distinctive significance of emotional well-being need not be understood in eudaimonistic terms, however. A second approach, call it the causal approach, is not wedded to any particular theory of well-being, and focuses on the instrumental value of having a positive emotional condition. (Note that “instrumental” does not necessarily mean “lesser”: the pleasure of chewing a piece of gum may have intrinsic value, but I bet you’d rather have a billion dollars.) The idea here is to think of emotional well-being, or happiness, the way we typically think about health: as part of a person’s condition, mattering in great part because it affects how things are likely to go for the individual. While it is possible, and possibly correct, to value health intrinsically, it is more common to care about it for what it brings: most notably, pleasure and freedom from pain; but many other things besides, including the ability to do things without impediment. To be physically healthy is primarily to be physically well-disposed, in good condition: neither ill nor apt to become ill. Note the dispositional side of health: you might be feeling terrific, not discernibly unwell at all, and yet be unhealthy, poised to expire at any moment from a massive heart attack given the unwholesome state of your arteries. Similarly, no one but an unscrupulous seller calls a car in “good condition,” no matter how well it runs, if the engine block is cracked and prone to hemorrhage oil any day now. In health, as in buying used cars, we have a pronounced and distinct interest in knowing about dispositions. For this tells us not just how things are going, but how they are liable to go, and how we are liable to respond to events. It is perhaps no coincidence that we often speak conjointly of “health and happiness”: arguably, both concepts concern the individual’s condition, including her disposition in important matters. Such condition assessment concepts, as we might call them, allow us to assess how people are doing in a deeper way than concepts that simply tally up events in the individual’s life—episodes of pleasure or good physical functioning, say (Haybron, 2008b). In the case of happiness, the effects on a person’s life are quite profound and farreaching: our emotional conditions strongly affect, quite generally, how we perceive things, how we feel and think about things, our physical health, how we behave, how successful our efforts
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are, and how others respond to us (Morris, W. N., 1999). Just think of the difference between what a person is like, and how things go in her life, when she is severely depressed and when she is happy, relaxed, and high-spirited. There are not many variables that could make a larger difference in the quality of a person’s life than that. As one might expect given the connection between emotional condition and the self suggested earlier, the difference between happiness and unhappiness is like the difference between two disparate personalities. Indeed we often describe personalities in emotional terms: a depressive versus exuberant personality, for instance. So profound, pervasive and systematic are the effects of our emotional conditions that I would conjecture that they play a central—the central—causal role in human well-being. (This in addition to whatever intrinsic benefit they confer.) This conjecture draws on recent work by Michael Bishop, who defends a “causal network” theory of well-being.4 On this view, well-being consists in being embedded in a robust positive causal network: a mutually reinforcing network of positive feelings, attitudes, traits, and interactions with the world. For example: professional success breeds happiness, which in turn promotes further professional success, and so on, in a virtuous cycle. The constituents of well-being are nodes in this network: a feeling of joy, an optimistic outlook, a pleasant meal, a favorable evaluation from the boss, and so on, with success breeding success. On Bishop’s view, happiness would be an important constituent of well-being. While I am favorably inclined to this suggestion for other reasons, I do not wish to endorse his account of well-being here. For present purposes the interest lies in the very idea of a positive causal network; whether well-being actually consists ultimately in such a network, it is plain that such networks must be quite important for well-being. At least, assuming they exist. I won’t really argue the point here, deferring to Bishop’s discussion of the empirical research on this question. Suffice it to say that the idea seems quite plausible: in general, positives beget positives. Note that the causal network view does requires us to say that positive emotions are always beneficial, nor negative emotions always harmful: people with too much positive emotion, and too little negative, will have trouble interacting successfully with the world, sometimes even landing themselves in negative causal networks. Granting that positive causal networks exist, we should expect that people embedded in them tend to be doing well, while those in negative causal networks tend to be doing badly. There may be exceptions, particularly cases that some would take as counterexamples to Bishop’s theory of well-being: for instance, a happy but oppressed woman, or even a slave, who gladly accepts her subordinate status and thus is not just happy but successful by both her own standards and those of her society. But I assume such cases will be atypical, since oppression and slavery tend not to foster positive cycles by anyone’s lights. At any rate, a theory of well-being is simply a nonstarter if it doesn’t get most cases more or less right; if the causal network theory is a serious contender, as it appears to be, then how people are doing should at least correlate pretty strongly with the quality of their (prudential) causal networks. (Since “causal networks” unmodified is unhelpfully vague, I’ll classify these sorts of causal networks as prudential causal networks: well-being-related causal networks.) Bolstering this suggestion is the obvious importance of happiness, or emotional condition, for well-being. I would conjecture that, on average, of all the nodes in a typical individual’s prudential causal network, none will play a larger causal role than emotional condition does: emotional well-being tends to be the central node in prudential causal networks, where by “central” I mean having the strongest and most widespread impact on the network. Depression strips pleasure from life, diminishing our functioning in myriad respects, and makes
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our projects, plans and relationships go worse. Severe anxiety similarly undermines our wellbeing in many ways. Whereas happiness tends to have the opposite effects. It is unsurprising that Buddhist thought, and much of Stoic and Epicurean practice, has centered on managing and regulating our emotional conditions: for all these schools, maintaining an appropriately positive emotional condition is central to achieving well-being. Arguably, emotional well-being, or happiness, is the cornerstone of well-being. Indeed, so important is emotional condition to overall well-being, both intrinsically and causally, that people frequently regard it as a proxy for well-being: a convenient indicator of how a person is doing on the whole. Informed that someone is happy, we naturally conclude that she’s likely doing well; if unhappy, doing badly. Yet these inferences may be defeasible, leaving it open for further information to undermine the well-being verdict; perhaps she’s unaware of her husband’s treachery, for instance, and so not doing well after all. Such cases notwithstanding, if you want to know how well someone is doing, there may be no better sign than how happy she is—what her emotional condition is. The informational approach. The practice of treating happiness as a proxy for wellbeing reinforces the view put forth earlier, that happiness serves an important informational role, as a useful sign of how things are going for us. One reason to care about emotional well-being, then, is just that it helps us to assess how an individual is doing. It might be objected that individuals’ hedonic states could play the same role, perhaps better. This seems unlikely. Take the example of a man grieving the loss of his wife. How do his friends know how he’s doing? Do they observe the hedonic quality of his experience? It is hard to see how they could do that. At best, they might infer it from other things, like information about his emotional condition. And that information may be easier to come by. Consider how he might cope with his distress, easing the pain by occupying himself with pleasant distractions— poker games, television, etc. This is the phenomenon of hedonic compensation, noted earlier, and through it he might push his experience predominantly into the “pleasant” zone. And casual observers, who have no business knowing very much about his welfare anyway, might see an outwardly cheerful demeanor and think he’s doing pretty well. (It is wise to be selective about who we dispense information about our welfare to; no sense signaling strangers that we’re in a bad spot.) His friends, however, have access to a highly efficient, and far more accurate, source of information: they notice that it takes very little to make him upset—getting angry over minor frustrations, occasionally breaking down in tears, etc. These cues assure them that he is indeed grieving, and not doing well, and warn them to use caution around him, lest they set him off. Sometimes even a single observation of this sort suffices to diagnose unhappiness. Whereas, if a person’s intimates find her consistently to be relaxed and in good spirits, resilient in the face of frustrations and other negative information, they will reasonably infer that she’s happy, and doing well. It is through observations of these sorts, I would suggest, that we glean a large portion of the information we have about how our intimates, and we ourselves, are doing. Noticing that you’ve been unusually irritable lately, you realize that maybe this new job isn’t working out so well for you. Later, you recognize that the next job must be much better suited to you, as you’ve been doing a lot of singing around the house since taking it. That you manage to keep yourself in mostly pleasant experiences through marathon video gaming sessions and going out with friends most nights, by contrast, leaves entirely open how things are going for you: you might simply be distracting yourself, masking some sort of distress. The verdictive approach. There may be at least one further kind of significance for
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people’s emotional conditions: they may not simply be indicators of well-being, or constituents or causes of well-being. They may also hold what we might call verdictive significance, embodying an evaluation by the individual of her life. This role mirrors one aspect of the intuitive significance of life satisfaction attitudes, which embody the individual’s judgment about her life. For emotional condition, however, the evaluation may be less explicit, or less cognized: the verdict of the emotional self, we might say, as opposed to the rational self. Such talk, note, need not commit us to strict division of human psychology into the rational and emotional, with no overlap. Clearly the mind admits of no simple split like this. But there is still a distinction to be made. Consider someone who feels slightly depressed for reasons he can’t fathom, even as he reflectively judges that his life is going just fine. I see no reason to insist that only the judgment counts as an evaluation by the person of his life, or reflects his personality, or who he is. The depression, too, counts—perhaps more, if say the judgment is wholly intellectualized and not wholehearted, largely bereft of emotional content. In this sort of case the person is divided in his response to his life: emotionally, he gives a thumbs-down, though reflectively he approves of it. Intuitively, both emotional responses and reflective evaluations seem to be important as verdicts, by the person, about how her life suits her. I am not certain, however, why this matters, if not simply for informational reasons, that is as an indicator of well-being. It may be that according special significance to these verdicts is a way of treating persons with respect. If a friend is manifestly depressed but insists everything is fine, we may try to prevail on her to realize that she may be making a mistake, or at least to acknowledge that something isn’t right. Treating her with respect means taking her judgment seriously, yes, but it also means taking her emotional response to her life, her depression, seriously. Whereas, if she has chronic pain but genuinely isn’t bothered by it, we may not really think we owe it to her to try persuading her to consider doing something about, or that we’ve failed to take her seriously if we do not. True, we might out of sympathy recommend a treatment we’ve heard about. But I don’t think this is required for treating her with respect, whereas being appropriately responsive to her depression arguably is. If you follow her explicit avowals and dismiss her depression, you aren’t really taking her seriously. You aren’t fully treating her with respect. At least, arguably. These are delicate matters, and again it is not clear how exactly to handle them. But the preceding reflections seem a plausible conjecture. Summing up, there are at least five grounds for the value of having a positive emotional condition: 1. Hedonic: emotional well-being matters because it is pleasant 2. Eudaimonistic: emotional well-being matters as an aspect of self-fulfillment, which in turn is at least part of well-being 3. Causal: emotional well-being matters as a major source of pleasure and other valued outcomes, and may indeed be the central node in the prudential causal networks that either sustain or constitute well-being 4. Informational: emotional well-being matters as a relatively efficient indicator of wellbeing 5. Verdictive: emotional well-being matters as an evaluation by the individual of her life, embodying in part her verdict about how things are going Of these five reasons, four of them accord our emotional conditions distinctive importance, mattering not simply as a species of pleasure. On the whole, then, we have a plausible case for the distinctive importance of positive emotion, or rather having a positive emotional condition. It
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is centrally important both for well-being itself and for assessing well-being, and cannot simply be assimilated to the category of the hedonic. Pleasure is one thing, emotional well-being another. Both are essential concepts for thinking clearly about human well-being. Limits on the Value of a Positive Emotional Condition: Is More Always Better? While a positive emotional condition is generally a good thing, more is not always better, and positive is not always preferable to negative. The reasons for this break down into three broad types: emotional well-being can have bad effects; be unvirtuous; or be inauthentic. I will set aside issues concerning the proper pursuit of happiness, for instance whether it is acceptable to murder one’s coworkers to get ahead at the office. Here the question concerns the value of emotional well-being itself. Positive emotion sometimes has bad effects. First, positive emotion can sometimes have bad effects, for the individual herself or for others. Too much positive emotion or too little negative emotion, for instance, can set one up for future ill-being, say through being lackadaisical at work or off-puttingly cheerful to one’s compatriots. Or it might make one less sensitive to, and thus less likely to aid, those in need. But these are largely empirical questions, which I leave to the other contributions in this volume. Second, our emotional conditions can fail to be appropriate given the conditions of our lives. They can, that is, be unfitting. This in turn can happen in at least two ways: they can be contrary to virtue, violating what I’ll call the aretaic constraint (from the ancient Greek for virtue or excellence, arête). Alternatively, they can be inauthentic, thus failing to satisfy an authenticity constraint on positive emotion. These two constraints overlap somewhat, as inauthenticity is sometimes unvirtuous. Positive emotion can be unfitting: the aretaic constraint. We can respond emotionally to our lives well, badly, or somewhere in between. It is important for our emotional conditions to be, not just positive, but virtuous or at least not unvirtuous, responses to our lives. ‘Virtue’ is not just a moral term: it refers more broadly to the idea of responding well, versus badly, to one’s life: acting, feeling, reasoning, etc. well, in a way that merits admiration, or at least does not merit disapproval. This might include such prosaic nonmoral virtues as being witty or resourceful. Philosophers sometimes speak of ‘ethical virtues’ to encompass this broad class of moral and nonmoral virtues of character, and we might similarly regard the kind of fittingness that concerns us here as, for want of a better term, “ethical fittingness.” Life doesn’t always call for positive emotions, and negative emotion can often be a perfectly healthy, indeed necessary and even admirable, reaction to injury, injustice, cruelty, danger, misfortune, suffering, and so forth. If your discover a friend bullying someone, reacting with joy would be perverse. On the contrary, you should be angry and disappointed with her. Not to have some such negative emotions would betray a lack of respect for her victim, not to mention your friend, who deserves to be held to a standard of decent behavior. And indeed yourself: self-respect demands that we hold ourselves to reasonable moral standards, and take our own convictions seriously (Hill, 1991). Similarly, the death of a loved one calls for grief, and we feel guilty and ashamed if the emotions are not forthcoming, or seem to us too mild: grief is a concomitant of love and commitment, signifying that the departed meant a great deal to us and was an important part of our life. In fact it is not clear what it could mean to have a deep, loving commitment to a person and not be disposed to feel sharply the loss of that individual. Did you really care, or were you just going through the motions?
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These cases involve situations in which positive emotions would be epistemically unjustified: there are no grounds for them. But emotions can be unfitting even when the situation justifies the evaluation they embody. For example, laughter might be an epistemically justified response to a bad poem—on the evidence, it is a hilariously inept piece of writing—yet inappropriate for all that: to laugh in this situation would be hurtful or rude. Positive emotions, in short, are often morally—or more broadly, ethically— inappropriate. And negative emotions are a central part of the moral life, indispensable for responding appropriately to the conditions of our lives. This is the large kernel of truth in the Aristotelian point noted at the beginning of this chapter, that what matters is not positive emotion but proper or fitting emotion, according to virtue. Our emotions must indeed be ethically fitting, a point that Kantians and even utilitarians can accept. However, Benthamites and most other consequentialists will accord fittingness, and negative emotion, only instrumental value: useful devices for promoting a happier world.5 I am taking ethical fittingness, or virtuousness, to be intrinsically desirable, on moral and perhaps other grounds: there’s something morally defective about giggling at your child’s death, quite apart from whatever negative consequences might come of it, or from being disposed to do such a thing. But we can accept the importance of virtuous responding without going to the Aristotelian extreme, holding that this is the chief, perhaps sole, desideratum in our emotional lives.6 This is implausible: by all appearances, positive emotion matters in great part because of what it’s like to experience it—namely, pleasant. For the Aristotelian the phenomenology of pleasure is irrelevant to its value: again, pleasure is preferred to pain, when it is, only because it is a component of, or accompaniment to, excellence. Pleasure matters simply as a cog in the machinery of virtuous functioning. Whereas pain accompanies poor functioning. Luckily for us, it is pleasure and not pain that tends to accompany virtue, or else we would have no reason to wish for pleasant lives at all. Worse, the Aristotelian view offers no resources for understanding why we should be glad that this is so. The Aristotelian approach to positive emotion has another difficulty: it contends that unvirtuous emotions are thereby bad for us. The torturer’s pleasures may be deplorable and morally reprehensible, and even, on that count, a bad thing all things considered. But why can’t they yet be good for him? Does he not benefit from his enjoyment? Isn’t he, at least in one respect, better off than the unhappy torturer? Aristotelians typically deny that vicious pleasures can benefit us at all, since virtue is the measure of benefit. This is widely perceived as counterintuitive, but it also leaves them unable to lodge an important moral critique: that the sadist’s happiness is itself an outrage, precisely because profiting from injustice or cruelty seems unjust. What galls about the situation is, in great part, the accrual of benefits to someone who deserves quite the reverse. The Aristotelian view is sometimes invoked to support another questionable suggestion, namely that many of us are in fact too happy given the many evils of our world. One sometimes hears that many Americans fall into this category, for instance, and that unhappiness, or at least a sharply attenuated happiness, would be a more appropriate response to the unjust cosmos in which we find ourselves.7 Such sentiments carry more than a whiff of the hair-shirt about them, and it is doubtful that Aristotle—no killjoy himself—would have had much sympathy for them. But sentiments of this nature are commonplace in intellectual circles, and they raise some interesting questions that merit further attention. One such question is whether the misfortunes of distant others should in fact impair our happiness in any meaningful way. No doubt many people should attend more fully and
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conscientiously to these problems, and in doing so bring negative emotions into play— indignation and sadness over the deplorable conditions in many orphanages, for instance. Moreover, making reasonable efforts to help address the problems may also entail some degree of negative emotion. But unless we hold Singer-style views about the need for all affluent individuals to devote immense personal resources to helping distant others, it is hard to see how virtue should require us to substantially limit our happiness in response to these realities (Singer, 1972). One can be quite devoted to the welfare of one’s fellow human beings and still be a very happy person. The Dalai Lama appears to be a very happy man, yet he’s hardly leading a life of selfishness. In general, it is doubtful that the misfortunes of others, except when near and dear, should much diminish our own emotional well-being. If anything, the fact that so many people have it so much worse than us seems cause for gratitude, and all the more reason to appreciate the many good things in our own lives. This sort of happiness is entirely compatible with a just and compassionate regard for those less fortunate than ourselves. For what it’s worth, I’m not sure the average poor person is much impressed by the sympathetic suffering of rich intellectuals. They might rather find such a waste of good fortune offensive, like wasting good food, and prefer that we enjoyed our lives to the fullest, while also just doing something to help. (Well, some might prefer that we hang ourselves.) A more interesting point raised by these reflections is that there is no uniquely fitting emotional response to things. In fact we enjoy a good deal of leeway in how we might reasonably react to our situations. Faced with the same set of circumstances, one person might fittingly be happy, while another is, no less appropriately, unhappy. For instance, we admire the strength and gratitude of those who find happiness despite great hardship; but we also admire the industry and high standards of the perpetually dissatisfied striver who accomplishes much but, always mindful of his limitations, never manages to be happy—Nussbaum’s “happy warrior.” Neither individual need be making a mistake; it’s just that life for all of us is a confounding mixture of goods and bads, and we can reasonably deal with this state of affairs in any number of ways. Thinking about our lives in relation to the less fortunate, for example, or alternatively making the more demanding comparison with those we most admire. Or, we might choose to make gratitude more of a personal priority, or alternatively the very different virtue of noncomplacency. Different perspectives, and different personal ideals, can yield different, yet still fitting, sorts of emotional responses to our lives. Yes, some responses are better than others, and some are indeed inappropriate. But the right emotional response to our lives is, to a considerable extent, underdetermined. To a point, what is fitting for someone depends on what that individual is like. You and I might reasonably hold different personal ideals, but once committed to certain ideals, those commitments constrain our emotional responses. This is partly because personal ideals affect the situations we face—you confront this loss with one sort of history and personality, while I face it with another—and partly because they make issues of integrity salient. What is fitting, when faced with the death of a good friend, may differ for the impassioned young artist and the Buddhist monk. To be consumed with grief for weeks may be out of character or even a personal failure for the monk, whereas for the artist it may be entirely apt. In that case, a monk’s equanimity may be the unfitting response. Notice that even if you think one type of emotional response is better on the whole, for instance because you share Buddhist views about the ultimate undesirability of negative emotions, you might allow that other responses make more sense for certain individuals given where they are. Even if it is better to eliminate negative emotions from our lives, that may be fitting only against a backdrop of extensive training and personal
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development. For the rest of us, as we now are, negative emotions may still be allowed an important place. Positive emotion can be unfitting: the authenticity constraint. A second way that emotional responses can be unfitting is by being inauthentic. Here I will loosely follow L.W. Sumner’s understanding of authenticity in his theory of well-being as authentic happiness, though elsewhere I’ve adjusted this view in minor ways (Haybron, 2008a, 2008b; Sumner, 1996). Authenticity, on this conception, has two components: information, and autonomy. To say that happiness should be authentic, in a nutshell, is to say that it should be a response of one’s own to a life that is one’s own. Your happiness should reflect your values and more broadly who you are, but it should also reflect how things actually are in your life. Sumner posits the authenticity constraint primarily to deal with two common worries about the value of happiness. On the one hand, experience machine-type cases seem to show that mental states alone can’t suffice for well-being, since it strikes most of us as very sad to spend one’s life in a state of total delusion (Nozick, 1974). On the other hand, “happy slave” and other cases of adaptation to extreme deprivation seem to involve less than fully autonomous forms of happiness: the individuals might simply have been brainwashed or conditioned to accept their unacceptable conditions, so that their happiness doesn’t really reflect who they are. (At the very least, I would add, the resultant happiness doesn’t reflect the full expression of the individual’s personality, but rather a very pinched, confined version of it.) Cases of drug-induced happiness, like the somaeaters of Brave New World, also highlight the importance of autonomy: the resulting happiness doesn’t seem to be genuinely yours, or you responding to your life. It’s the drug. Now in practice, experience machines, happy slaves and soma eaters are not terribly common. Commentators frequently suggest otherwise in the happy slave case, citing putative examples of profoundly oppressed women, sweatshop workers and the like (Nussbaum, M., 2000; Sen, 2009). Yet the sole evidence of “happiness” in these individuals is usually that they express satisfaction with their conditions. This is very different from happiness in the emotional state sense, and is arguably not a very important sense of happiness at all; just about anyone can reasonably register satisfaction with just about any kind of life.8 You can count your blessings and be satisfied with unhappiness, for instance. At any rate, the incidence of seriously oppressed individuals leading terrible yet somehow emotionally fulfilling lives is probably fairly low. Yet authenticity is not merely a theoretical concern. For example, people may often engineer their way to greater happiness through various manipulations that weaken the relationship between happiness and the self. Again, drugs: in reality, no currently available pharmaceuticals can just stimulate you into happiness, come what may. But some can give it a boost, increasing positive moods, or decreasing anxiety or depressed mood. Many people worry that such effects diminish the authenticity of their happiness, and the worry seems quite reasonable. But a lot depends on the details: if the drug simply heals a disordered emotional condition, then it may well enhance authenticity, by restoring the self to normal, healthy functioning. Accordingly, some users of SSRIs report that they now feel more themselves than before, and that the depression actually had the effect of silencing the self. In other cases, like light alcohol or caffeine use, it is possible that authenticity is slightly enhanced, say by reducing inhibitions, or simply waking the self up. But in general, methods that bypass the normal channels of reality-self mediation for emotion probably tend to reduce authenticity: if you’re happy because you took a pill, got a brain implant, underwent brainwashing, or manipulated yourself into good spirits through forced smiles or laughter, the resultant happiness is probably less authentic, and hence less valuable,
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than it would be were it the product of you, being yourself, responding naturally to things in your life. It may yet be a good thing: authenticity matters, but so does pleasure. So manipulated forms of happiness involve a tradeoff, between pleasure and authenticity. (And authenticity matters, in my view, as essential for well-being, understood as self-fulfillment. But other views of wellbeing can accommodate this value as well.) Sometimes a little reduction in authenticity is worth it, if it makes our lives more pleasant. For instance, a widower’s moderate depression may be a normal, healthy response to his loss. To take antidepressants in this situation may yield a somewhat less authentic emotional condition, but perhaps it eases the pain enough to make it worth doing—a spiritual analgesic, as it were. An interesting possibility is that manipulations can promote positive emotions that themselves aren’t wholly authentic, but bootstrap the individual into authentic forms of happiness if the initial good feelings have the right spillover effects: causing her to notice good things more and have more successful social interactions, for instance. This might be a way of breaking out of a vicious cycle, temporarily sacrificing authenticity to get out of a rut. The nature and force of the authenticity constraint needs further investigation, but it is a potentially important issue for positive psychology, since methods of promoting happiness may not always be consistent with authenticity. Forced smiles and laughter, for instance, or admonitions not to “think too much,” or efforts to banish negative thoughts and promote a relentless and reality-free positivity, might be effective at promoting positive emotion, but perhaps at the cost of authenticity, not to mention virtue. That said, most interventions discussed in the positive psychology literature, like gratitude or kindness exercises, do not seem terribly problematic. (They might raise others, for instance if acts of kindness are done solely to make oneself happier. Such motivation, on most accounts of virtue, would undermine the virtue of those actions.) The authenticity constraint is not uncontroversial among ethical theorists, and it certainly forms no part of Benthamite doctrine. But the worries that motivate it are widely acknowledged, and it is compatible with a variety of major theories of well-being. What Counts as a Positive Emotional Profile? To this point we have considered why a positive emotional condition is distinctively important, and some limits regarding the value of positive emotion. I want to close by touching on a further question that has gotten far less attention: how positive does one’s emotional condition have to be to count as a genuinely “positive,” or favorable, emotional condition?9 At this point it would be helpful to frame the question in terms of happiness, where the question gets its most familiar expression: how happy does one have to be to count as happy? What is the threshold for happiness? I will suggest that the traditional answer, a bare majority of positive emotion, is deeply implausible; a more credible threshold will require an overwhelming predominance of positive emotion, perhaps in the realm of a 3:1 ratio of positive to negative. Against the traditional threshold. An obvious answer, indeed almost the universal answer in the literature, is “more positive than negative.” This is not obviously correct. Indeed, on reflection it seems obviously false. Notice, for starters, that a life in which the pleasure just barely outweighs the pain does not seem particularly desirable. Perhaps the pains get more attention, but the typical life pretty clearly contains more a good deal more pleasant experiences than unpleasant. Mealtime; conversation; daydreaming; toilet; bathing; bedtime; sex; sleep; yes, probably even most of the time spent at work. All of these tend more often than not to be pleasant. And I’d wager there’s usually more of them than of traffic jams, computer crashes and
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arguments. Not because we’re happy, or awash in hedonic bliss, but because that’s the normal human condition, as much research has suggested. (Also called the “positivity offset”10). And if you think about what it would be like really to have more pain than pleasure, it sounds quite awful: depression, agonizing disease, toiling under the lash sixteen hours a day… Would you say you had a pleasant holiday if the pleasant bits only just barely exceeded the unpleasant? It would take a lot of arguments to bring that about, and the result would seem rather like a positively miserable trip. More likely, positive affect tends to be our baseline in most circumstances, even when things are going badly. Even when we’re unhappy. After all, we still need to get out and deal with the world, so taking on a predominantly avoidant stance may not be the most productive strategy. At any rate, if you were designing a social animal it is far from clear that you would choose to have it feel bad nearly as much as it feels good, even when things are going well. Maybe you would, but it would be nice to see an argument for it. Or any argument at all for the traditional 1:1 threshold, which to my knowledge has never been seriously defended, just assumed. I have offered further arguments against the traditional threshold elsewhere, and won’t repeat them here. Rather, I want to sketch some positive suggestions for deciding on a more credible threshold. Let’s begin with what seems to me a plausible principle: the threshold for being happy should correspond roughly to the threshold for things generally to be going well for the individual, at least under normal conditions and relative to the sorts of factors to which our emotional conditions are sensitive. This makes sense: if happiness consists in a person’s emotional condition, and if this in turn functions to reflect how things are generally going for the individual, then it would be a little odd if being happy didn’t roughly correspond to things going well. Of course, happiness and well-being could, consistently with this proposal, come apart in various ways, say through false beliefs. And it may be that happiness systematically fails to track certain aspects of well-being, depending on how we conceive of well-being. For instance, you might think a good relationship with God essential to well-being, but nothing here commits us to the idea that happiness should track that. A higher threshold. Right away, it should seem fairly plain that a 1:1 ratio of positive to negative affect does not present itself as an obvious threshold for happiness. It is a nontrivial empirical question, both what sort of ratio would be adaptive, and (more to the point) what sort of ratio actually is part of normal human functioning in good conditions. I suspect that Bishop’s “positive causal network” view of well-being points the way to a solution (Bishop, ms): if such networks exist—if well-being tends to involve self-reinforcing cycles of positive emotion, positive outcomes, and so forth—then we might place the threshold for being happy at the point where an individual typically enters such a network—a virtuous cycle or “positive groove,” as Bishop puts it. That is, the threshold for being happy corresponds to the sort of emotional profile that tends to accompany the threshold for entering a positive causal network. Which is to say the point at which one’s functioning tends to become broadly positive. Interestingly, the conjecture finds some support in recent work (Fredrickson, Barbara L. & Losada, 2005; Larsen, 2009). In their paper, Fredrickson and Losada (2005) argue that human well-being exhibits just the sort of pattern suggested by Bishop’s view, and further suggest a threshold of roughly 3:1 of positive to negative affect for “flourishing.” Below this ratio, they argue, things generally tend to go significantly worse for people, while above it they tend broadly to go well. This, that is, is a tipping point for well-being on their view. (They also indicate that very high ratios, above 11:1, start making things worse. This is important for well-
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being, but it seems not to bear on whether individuals are actually happy or not.) Larsen has also endorsed a ratio of approximately 3:1. If Fredrickson, Losada and Larsen (FLL) are correct, then according our principle, the threshold for happiness is not 1:1, but somewhere in the vicinity of 3:1. Which means that people must show a much more favorable emotional profile than previously thought to qualify as happy. And much research taken to show that people are happy may actually show the opposite. One influential experience-sampling study, for instance, found people’s experience to involve about 34 percent negative affect on average. This was interpreted as supporting the notion that most people are happy; yet on a 3:1 threshold for happiness, it actually suggests that most people are not happy (Brandstatter, 1991).11 This is a pretty striking reinterpretation of the data. More generally, the more demanding threshold would mean a drastic change in how studies of happiness, at least those using emotional measures, are interpreted. In any event, we almost certainly need to revise our views of what it takes to be happy, and our estimates of how many people are happy. Given the common use of happiness as a proxy for well-being, this in turn will substantially affect the way we assess the well-being of the populace. A standard critique of well-being policy, for instance, is that, well, most people are happy, and so doing fine. So shouldn’t we focus on more pressing matters? Whatever one thinks of this critique, it certainly loses force if, in fact, most people aren’t happy. A note of caution. But is this the right threshold for happiness? Offhand, a 3:1 ratio bears some plausibility. If more than a quarter of your feelings are negative, or if you feel bad more than a quarter of the time, it does indeed seem questionable whether you should be counted happy. That said, the complex nature of our emotional conditions makes it unlikely that any specific ratio of feelings could be exactly correct. The simple fact that they have a large unconscious component at least makes it difficult to infer precise ratios from self-reported affect. (Recall the phenomenon of hedonic compensation discussed earlier.) In light of these considerations, I would venture that any ratio discovered through conventional studies involving self-reported emotion should be regarded purely as a rule of thumb: a standard emotional profile of the happy person, but not a definitive test. And, of course, the 3:1 ratio itself needs much further study, across a wide range of contexts and populations, before we can affirm it with any confidence as a human universal. Even if we withhold assent from the FLL proposal, this much should be clear: we can no longer assume that the standard threshold for happiness of 1:1 is correct. In fact it is pretty plainly an arbitrary, unmotivated, and implausible cutoff. Until we are in a position to affirm some other criterion with any confidence, we should probably take an agnostic stance, for most cases, about whether people are happy. Except for obvious extremes, like the happiest and unhappiest individuals, we don’t really know. Concluding Remarks and Future Directions We have seen that neither the Benthamite nor Aristotelian views of positive emotion are quite right. The truth lies somewhere in the middle: a positive emotional condition is centrally, and distinctively, important for well-being, and matters in its own right, and not simply as a byproduct or component of virtuous living, or for that matter as a kind of pleasure. Yet a more positive emotional life is not always better, and not simply for the instrumental reasons that even Benthamites could grant: it can be unfitting—unvirtuous or inauthentic. And such defects can diminish the value of positive emotion, or even make it, on the whole, a bad thing. Among the chief questions for future research on the value of positive emotion are these:
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Since positive affect appears to predominate even in many cases where individuals are doing poorly, we need a clearer understanding of the sorts of emotional profiles that tend to accompany good functioning, and favorable circumstances. Not all pleasures or positive affects appear to contribute to an individual’s emotional condition. Or, if they do, their “pleasantness” and their “emotionality” appear to vary somewhat independently (e.g., unemotional sexual pleasures). A better grasp of this distinction and its neuropsychological basis is needed. The authenticity of our emotional responses to our lives seems intuitively to be important, a suspicion supported by some philosophical theories of well-being. Yet the exact character and justification of an authenticity constraint remains less clear than it might be. Authenticity worries often confront new methods and technologies for enhancing happiness, and we need a better understanding of their warrant and practical force.



Footnotes



1



Haybron, 2001b, Haybron, 2005, Haybron, 2008b. Strictly speaking, the relevant mood propensity is emotionally-based mood propensity, meaning that it is grounded in the current state of the individual’s emotional mechanisms and processes. As well, I’ve left it open whether the right notion here is mood propensity, or some unconscious aspect of a person’s emotional condition that grounds it (Haybron, 2010). For an accessible discussion of the view, see Haybron, 2013. 2 Peter Railton has independently developed a similar account of the function of subjective wellbeing as “information and guidance” (Railton, ms). Both his view and mine can be regarded as variants of a “regulate and inform” theory of the function of affect, emotional condition, or subjective well-being. His view differs from mine chiefly in emphasizing the role of affect in tracking changes—a “delta meter” model of affect—where I posit a stronger relationship between emotional condition and chronic features of the individual’s life. 3 An earlier variant of this view appeared in Haybron, 2001a. 4 Bishop, ms. For a closely related view that influences Bishop’s work, see e.g. Fredrickson and Losada, 2005, Garland, Fredrickson, Kring, Johnson, Meyer and Penn, 2010. 5 For a recent exception, see Hurka, 2001. 6 “Aristotelians” form a broad class, and I do not claim that all Aristotelians embrace the claims discussed here. But I think they are entailed by any orthodox Aristotelian account, on the most charitable reading of Aristotle’s work (Haybron, 2007a, Haybron, 2008b). 7 A view of roughly this sort appears to figure in Nussbaum, 2004, Nussbaum, 2008. 8 I’m being a bit crude and quick with the argument here. For fuller discussion, see Haybron, 2005, Haybron, 2007b, Haybron, 2008b, Haybron, 2011a. 9 I will set aside questions of authenticity or fittingness: the goal here is not to determine what emotional profile is desirable on the whole, say on moral grounds, but what sort of emotional profile indicates an overall positive or favorable response by the individual to her life. 10 For a brief recent discussion with references, see Garland, Fredrickson, Kring, Johnson, Meyer and Penn, 2010.
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Here as in other studies the data focus on duration, not intensity, of affect. While I do not think the omission affects the basic points made here, the results must be read with caution.
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